Master Class with Ana-Marija Markovina in Piavon, Italy for non-professionals, professionals and students

May, 14th to May, 21st 2016

Daily piano lessons, wonderful food and staying at an old vineyard.

The vineyard „Rechsteiner“ is located in the middle of the beautiful Veneto, 30 km from Treviso and 50 km from Venice, at the edge of the village Piavon. The participants of the master class will have daily piano lessons and have the chance for practising on their own during the day. Staying together will give the exchange of ideas, too. Ideal occasions to prepare for concerts and competitions.

But even non-professionals who just want to learn something new or want to come back to the piano after years of absence are invited.

The concept of the master classes in Piavon includes a combination of non-professionals, students and professionals. Ana-Marija Markovina will teach them all individually and go into the different levels.
In her own playing, Ana-Marija Markovina focuses on the character of the music – an idea she wants to pass on to her students as she proved in numerous master classes worldwide. A good technique is just one step on the way to make wonderful music.

Although the priorities of the piano-week are set on the disturbed practising, there will be enough time for having a rest: the participants are fully provided at the Agriturismo „Rechsteiner“: Best Italian food and wine homemade at the vineyard. A trip to Venice is planned, too.

At the end of the week, there will be a voluntary concert of the participants.

For more information, please contact:
Sabine von Zanthier:
0032 47 38 60 131 (mobile)

IfBK GmbH
Verena Düren
verena.dueren@ifbk.com

Costs: 900,- € per person, incl. daily lessons, accommodation and full board